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Benoit B. Mandelbrot is a professor of mathematical sciences at Yale University and emeritus researcher at IBM's Thomas J. Watson Laboratory. He is the inventor of fractal geometry, the most famous example of which, Mandelbrot Set, has been copied into millions of posters, T-shirts and discs. He was a leading figure in the chaos of
James Gleick and has received the Wolf Award in Physics, the Japanese Science and Technology Award, and awards from the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the IEEE and numerous universities in the United States and abroad. His books include fractals: Form, Chance and Dimension, which later expanded into the classic Natural
Fractal Geometry, which has sold more than 200,000 copies. The market's bad behaviour is his first book for lay readers on funding, which he has been studying since the 1960s. Richard L. Hudson was editor-in-chief of the Wall Street Journal's European magazine for six years and editor of the Journal for 25 years. He graduated from
Harvard University in 1978 and mit's Knight Fellow in 1991. He lives in Brussels, Belgium. From amazon's book description, Benoit Mandelbrot, a mathematical superstar and inventor of fractal geometry, has spent the last forty years studying the mathematics behind space and natural patterns. Many of his followers do not realize that he
has also looked at patterns of market change. In The (Mis)Behavior of Markets, Mandelbrot joins science editor and former Wall Street Journal editor Richard L. Hudson to reveal what a fractal view of the financial world looks like. The result is a revolutionary reassessment of standard tools and models of modern economic theory. We
learned that the market is much riskier than we have wanted to believe. From ibm's share price and Dow's vibrations to the cotton trade and the dollar-euro exchange rate–Mandelbrot shows that the financial world can be understood in more accurate and unstable terms than the tired theories of a metico year. The ability to simplify the
complex has made Mandelbrot one of the most influential mathematicians of the century. Through market (mis) behavior, he gives higher math tools to every person involved in the market, from financial analysts to economists to 401(k) holders. The market will never again be seen as a safe bet. Mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot (* 1924)
and former Wall Street Journal publisher Richard Hudson (*1955) edited notes on their numerous conversations to produce this book. This transcript captures the original lively conversational sound. It is enriched by many vivid examples and graphics, as well as anecdotes, biting observations and humorous biographical details. The text
consists of introductory texts, acknowledgements three main points and a comprehensive annex in which the authors present the mathematical preparation of their theories. The book is mainly aimed at non-mathematicians. Learn more about Benoît Mandelbrot: © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Get recommended
readings, offers and more from the basic books By clicking Register, I acknowledge that I have read and accepted hachette book group's privacy policy and terms of use Of course, the root cause of the crash was purely human: overoptimism. However, the credit crunch of 2007-2008 was compounded by a new phenomenon of our
generation: overconfidence in understanding the market, which is reflected in increasingly sophisticated computer systems. We have long had accurate measurements and detailed physical theories about things like heat, sound, colour and movement. Before Mandelbrot, we never had a proper theory of irregular, rough, of course, the root
cause of the accident was purely human: overoptimism. However, the credit crunch of 2007-2008 was compounded by a new phenomenon of our generation: overconfidence in understanding the market, as reflected in the industry's increasingly sophisticated computer systems. We have long had accurate measurements and detailed
physical theories about things like heat, sound, colour and movement. Before Mandelbrot, we never had a proper theory of irregular, rough - all the annoying flaws we usually try to ignore in life. Roughness is on the edge of the jagged edge of a metal fracture, britain's rugged coastline, phone line staticity, wind gusts – even stock indexes
or irregular charts of the exchange rate. He says, Roughness is an uncontrollable part of life. I agree with Orthodox economists that stock prices are unlikely to be predictable in any useful sense of the term. Basic concept: Prices are not predictable, but their variations can be described by chance-mathematical laws. Therefore, their risk is
measurable and manageable. This is now orthodoxy, which I agree with – up to some point. The old financial Orthodoxy was based on two critical assumptions in Bachelier's key model: Price changes are statistically independent and are distributed normally. The facts, as I vehemently said in the 1960s and now recognised by many
economists, show otherwise. Firstly, price changes are not independent of each other. In recent decades, studies by m and then others show that many economic price sets have a kind of memory. Today actually affects tomorrow. If prices now take a big leap up or down, there is a measurable probability that they will move just as
violently the next day. Economic dislocation waste many professional funders that: Warren E. Buffett, a famous successful investor and industrialist, joked that he would like to fund college chairs during an effective market hypothesis to train professors even more on misguided financiers whose money he could win. He called orthodox
theory stupid and simply wrong. Extreme price fluctuations are the norm in financial markets – not anomalies that can be ignored. Price movements do not follow the well-behaved clock curve adopted by modern finance; they follow a more violent curve that makes the investor's ride much bumpier. The patterns are the gold of a financial
market fool. Chancepower is enough to create false patterns and pseudocycles that seem predictable and bankable to the whole world. However, financial markets are particularly vulnerable to such statistical mirages. My mathematical models can create charts that , based solely on the functioning of random processes, show the trend
and cycle. They'd be cheating all the professional maps. Bubbles and crashes are also inherent in the market. They are an inevitable consequence of human agglomerations out of pattern. This trading period speeds up the clock in times of high volatility and slows it down at steady times. I believe, of course, in the real value of the power
of probability. Seeing nature through the lens of probability theory is what mathematicians call a stochastic view. Funding is a black box covered by a pinth. Foresight is a unique feature of the economy. It's psychology, individuality and mass – even harder to comprehend than the paradoxes of quantum mechanics. Anticipation is the stuff
of dreams and fumes. Yet the idea of chance in the market is hard to understand, perhaps because, unlike anonymous particles in magnets or molecules in gas, millions of people who buy and sell securities are real individuals, complex and familiar. One of the founders of modern probability theory, the late Russian mathematician Andrei
Nikolaievitch Kolmogorov, wrote: The epistemological value of probability theory is based on the fact that coincidence phenomena contemproated on a single and large scale create non-random regularity. You can see analogues of this dichotomy everywhere. In history, modernists argue that the course of human events is shaped by
many trends, economics and social ones laid down in the lives of millions of forgotten individuals; It is the historian's job to trace these trends. Instead, traditionalists, who are now returning to fashion, argue that history was shaped and dominated by a few great men, for example Caesar or Napoleon, Newton or Einstein. There were
problems, of course. First of all, as Markowitz himself pointed out, it is not certain that the use of the clock curve is a way of measuring stock market risks; It's easy, but it may not be right. Secondly, good forecasts are needed to build efficient portfolios share prices and volatility for thousands of shares. Otherwise, garbage in, garbage out.
Finally, for each stock, you need to calculate laboriously its covarious content with all other stocks or how it varies. The market was doing Markowitz's calculations. It was the most powerful computer that produced the optimal investment fund at a tick-by-tick time. If money is an idol, one of the largest temple compounds of this modern faith
sits on a tight bend of the River Thames, a few miles from central London. There are plenty of jokes about economists and their assumptions. Let's take the old one from engineering, physicist and economist. They were shipwrecked on a desert island with nothing to eat but a sealed dance. How to get to their giant? The engineer suggests
opening the tans with stone. The physicist suggests heating the tank in the sun until it bursts. Economist approach: Let's assume first that we have a stitch opener.... The assumptions of Orthodox economic theory are at least as absurd if viewed separately. Think of a few: 1) Assumption: People make sense and just try to get rich. Reality:
People simply don't think of some theoretical usefulness that's measurable in dollars and cents, and they're not always rational and selfish. Over the past 25 years, the reversal of one hypothesis of this modern financial theory has created a fertile new field of research called behavioral economics. It explores how people misinterpret
information, how their feelings distort their decisions, and how they misinterpret probabilities.2) Assumption: All investors are the same. Reality: People are clearly not the same – even if wealth inequality is ignored. Some buy and hold shares for 20 years for a pension fund; others turn stocks around daily, speculating on the Internet.
Some are value investors looking for shares in good companies temporarily out of fashion; others are growth investors trying to get a ride on board emerging rockets. When the assumption of homogeneity, new and complex things happen in your mathematical market templates.3) Default: Price change is practically continuous.4)
Assumption: Price changes follow brownian movement. Classical theorists resemble Euklian geometries in a non-euchloride world that, in experience, straight lines apparently meet frequently, rebuke lines that they do not stay straight – the only cure for deplorable collisions. In reality, however, there is no other way than to cast the
axisome of parallels and find out about non-euklid geometry. We need something similar in economics these days. —John Maynard Keynes Keynes Key detects irregular regularity, formula Simple Simple build complex structures and complex structures to be dismantled into simple rules. The market is inherently uncertain, and bubbles
are inevitable. Predicting prices can be dangerous, but you can estimate the odds of future Volatility.In financial markets, the idea of value is limited Value.As described in the past, the most famous formula was published in 1973 with Fischer Black and Myron Scholes, and for years it has been known that it is simply wrong. It makes
unrealistic assumptions. It claims that prices vary depending on the clock curve; volatility does not change during the life of the option; prices do not jump; there are no taxes and fees; And so on. The basic problem is Black-Scholes' assumption of persistent volatility – basically, that the world is not changing. ... More... More
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